**Negotiators work to agree on budget cuts before deadline**

**By Tom Karstensky**

Washington, June 8 — White House officials and Thursday night that the president is ready to accept a balanced budget agreement that would reduce the federal deficit by $20 billion from an earlier proposal in which the president had called for $30 billion in spending cuts.

Many progress for the low-income housing — such as food stamps — that the president had rejected in his earlier proposal.

The president's position is expected to be announced later today.

**Book puts UI in worst town**

Guide book confuses UI with IJU, Iowa City with Mt. Pleasant

**By Larry Lange**

The Little Daily

It's a high-profile day for the UI, something that might attract more students to the campus. The institution has been active in recent years with its various programs and initiatives.

Unfortunately, the publisher of the guidebook, who was an editor of the book at the time of writing, notes that the title of the book is misleading.

**Reagan changes his tune; 'shuts up' about Contra deal**

**By James Quandt**

Los Angeles Times

The U.S. government has decided to end its support for the Contra rebels in Nicaragua, according to a report in the Los Angeles Times. The move comes as the U.S. government has been under increasing pressure to end its support for the Contra rebels.

The decision was made after the administration received a report from its intelligence agencies, which indicated that the Contra rebels were not making significant progress against the Sandinista government.

The move is seen as a significant shift in U.S. policy towards Nicaragua, which has been a major focus of U.S. foreign policy in recent years.
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**Weather**

In Iowa, there is a chance of rain today, with temperatures expected to reach the high 70s. The National Weather Service has issued a weather advisory for the area, warning of the possibility of thunderstorms.

For more information, please visit the National Weather Service website or your local news station.
Metro County approves purchase of new ambulance building

By Craig Barrett

Ten employees of the Johnson County Ambulance Service, who have more than 10 years of experience, approved the purchase of the new building Thursday to house the service.

Former governor to speak

A special lecture will be given in the University of Iowa Graduate Program in Hospital and Health Administration at 7 p.m. Sunday at the Iowa City Campus Center.

Traffic

The Daily Iowan

Traffic is to get several new comments from the state legislature.

State health care officials to discuss funding problem

Expert: Rural towns face trouble

The Daily Iowan

Expert: Rural towns face trouble

By Officer Benjamin Allen

Western United Press International

Junction City Library

Rural communities must change their priorities and their funding strategies to plan better and run more efficiently, according to the report.

Corrections

In a story headlined "U.S. presidential election has an impact on Iowa," Metro, Page 1, Nov. 5, under the headline "1988 for Iowa," the date of the Iowa caucuses was incorrect.

The story ran:

"1988 for Iowa"

The story should have run:

"1988 for Iowa"

The story ran:

"1988 for Iowa"

The story should have run:

"1988 for Iowa"
Metro

Russian culture will be showcased

By Rebecca Nordstrom

The Daily Iowan

Interest in Russian culture and history may be growing on the University of Iowa campus. 11th annual event includes concerts, readings, classes

U.S. Russian Department Chairman Roy Parrott said interest and enrollment in Russian language courses is up not only at the University of Iowa, but nationwide. Enrollment in Russian language courses between 1982 and 1986 increased 50 percent at the US and 26 percent nationally.

THERE ARE PERSISTENT US-RUSIAN ties and an all-time high in Russian department, Parrott said. "If you take a large view, of course, these numbers are not truly definitive, but it's a very positive trend compared to the same period in the Big Ten," he said. "Interest is up, but it's always going to be a relatively small group at a large university." Parrott added, "One of the ways the cold war — cultural event featuring traditions Russian dance styles and a dialogue about the former Union — hasn't been hard for the past three years, due to a lack of people in the Russian Room."

There were only four of last year, but this year there are 12. Lundquist said, "I think it reflects American value system that was in place in the 40s and 50s, but now this is the time for another interest in Russian culture."

"A night on the Volga" will be a Russian event, Parrott said. "Those who want to speak in Russian and have a good time, will be a week exclusively in Russian."

"The thing we do will be in English, but those who can are encouraged to speak Russian," Lundquist said. "Lundquist said and he believes it is important for people to expand in the cultural side of the Soviet Union."

"I think there are many misunderstandings — what people think of the culture, the ways of people and their lives."

"They have a very rich culture, and culture should be politique," Lundquist said. "Students find and understand their culture."

"A night on the Volga" will begin 8 p.m. Thursday at South Quadr College Center.

Jepson stresses vital role of women in national affairs

By Anne Kehoe

The Daily Iowan

By Rebecca Nordstrom

The Daily Iowan

President Reagan's recent emphasis on women as women, with the strength of our culture, who pass on the values and lives of our ancestors, has an impact on President Ronald Reagan when he was a member of Congress, according to Public Library, Iowan.

"I think that we, as women, have the strength of our culture," Jepsen said. "We are the ones who keep the culture alive, who pass on the values and lives of our ancestors."

RUSSIAN HOUSE - "JEPSEN SAID SHE IS disturbed by a breakdown in the language and culture may be discouraged women from becoming homemakers."
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Shultz to meet Shevardnadze in Geneva
WASHINGTON — Secretary of State George Shultz will go to Europe early next week to meet with his counterpart, Eduard Shevardnadze, in an effort to make final preparations for next month's unprecedented summit between U.S. officials and their Soviet counterparts.

Shultz was scheduled to arrive in Paris early tomorrow morning and leave for Geneva late Monday or Tuesday. He completed his five-day European trip yesterday with four hours of discussions with Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze.

Turbulence may be factor in DC-9 crash
DENVER — Authorities are investigating if two boys might have been a factor in the crash taking of a commercial flight that inadvertently landed in a field en route to Billings, Mont.

The Federal Aviation Administration says 15 passengers and eight crew members were injured in the crash Wednesday night.

Senate approves 1988 defense bill
WASHINGTON — The Senate approved a $345-billion defense authorization bill Thursday and sent it to President Reagan, who is expected to sign it.

The Senate made a number of changes in the bill Friday.

Reagan soothes nerves over economy
WASHINGTON — President Ronald Reagan is in a quandary about policing polices that might have been a factor in the crash taking of a commercial flight that inadvertently landed in a field en route to Billings, Mont.

The Federal Aviation Administration says 15 passengers and eight crew members were injured in the crash Wednesday night.

The U.S. has 41,620 troops in the Philippines, with an agreement reached in 1983 to pay for child care.

Bishops: U.S. Contra policy 'flawed'
WASHINGTON -- Distanting themselves from Reagan administration policy and giving a strong endorsement to the peace plan for Central America, the nation's Roman Catholic bishops Thursday adopted a new policy statement on the country's role in Central America that the U.S. President had labeled "flawed" and that "the bishops support the U.S. Contra policy and the peace plan in Nicaragua.

Congressmen promote child-care plan
WASHINGTON -- Child care programs are in jeopardy and too few families are paying for child care, congressmen said Thursday and proposed a $2 billion, 1-year plan that would pay for child care workers and help low- and middle-income families.

5-year-old toddler abducted
BOSTON -- A 5-year-old boy, who may have been influenced by the popular horror film "Freddy Krueger," attacked and killed his 5-year-old twin toddler by stabbing her 17 times, police said Thursday.

The casino that used to be a church, which was once a temple and is now a gambling house, has been the scene of several measles outbreaks in recent years.

Parents bilked in fake kidnapping hoax
MIAMI -- The Miami police Wednesday arrested a man and woman they say bilked a family of 10,000,000 in their kidnaping震惊

"Freddy Krueger" is a classic horror film, but it's not the only one that has inspired real-life crimes.
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American targets for death in Manila
WASHINGTON -- Philippine military leaders of the Communist guerrillas who have killed at least 100 policemen and soldiers in the past week have been reported to have been targeted for death by several Americans who are directly involved in the Philippines defense.

They accused U.S. military personnel of being behind the attacks.

Iraq bombs Iranian nuclear plant again
MIAMI -- U.S. military officials have confirmed that the same type of missile that destroyed the Soviet Union's nuclear reactor at Chernobyl has been used in the present attack.

The missile, a Soviet-made SS-9, was used in the 1986 nuclear accident at Chernobyl.

The United Nations Security Council called for a United Nations investigation of the disaster, but the United States and Soviet Union have not responded.

U.S. officials in Miami display some of the 6,590 pounds of cocaine Thursday -- the largest taken in U.S. history -- seized in a warehouse.

Record 4 tons of coke found hidden in lumber

United Press International

WASHINGTON -- Federal drug agents Thursday seized an estimated 4 tons of cocaine flooding into the United States aboard a ship carrying lumber from Honduras, and seized more than a ton of Afghan hashish in a separate raid.

The cocaine shipment was delivered to two suspected traffickers in Miami, and got a positive reaction, "he said.

Law enforcement agents watched the locked warehouse, and when it was opened, they discovered 115 boards. The top five containers held no cocaine.

The search of a cargo container, named the same shipper and destined for the United States, produced 2,100 pounds of cocaine, which contained 109 boards, or 115,000 pounds of cocaine.

The cocaine shipment was delivered to two suspected traffickers in Miami, and got a positive reaction, "he said.

"WE KNEW THE DOGS around here, and a good positive reaction," said Hook said agents Thursday also seized 2,100 pounds of hashish, which was delivered to two suspected traffickers in Miami, and got a positive reaction, "he said.

Hashish said the cocaine shipment was delivered to two suspected traffickers in Miami, and got a positive reaction, "he said.
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**Nation/world**

**Mexico criticized for peso devaluation**

By Frederick Kiel

United Press

MEXICO CITY — The government's decision Wednesday to halt the peso's fall against the dollar and order the central bank to devalue the peso may have helped stop the slide of the currency but its criticism of the United States is expected to strain relations between the neighboring countries. The peso has been under pressure for months due to the US surging trade deficit with Mexico. Mexico has resisted devaluation, arguing that it would hurt its competitiveness. The move comes as both countries face economic challenges, with Mexico trying to control inflation and the US battling high unemployment.

By John Harriman

Washington, D.C. — The National Economic Council now is preparing a document to discuss the Mexican government's recent devaluation of the peso, which has caused concern in the United States. The peso's devaluation has sent shockwaves through the financial markets, and there are fears that it could set off a global currency war. The US government has expressed concern that the devaluation could undermine the stability of the international financial system.
Walking the fine line of porn

A year ago this month, President Ronald Reagan introduced to the American people the proposal known as the Family Protection Act, which was designed to ban on Federal law the sale of obscene materials. This was in the wake of the Senate debate and the Carter presidency's efforts to combat the unspeakable. Reagan's proposal was intended to put an end to the proliferation of pornography and to bring the United States into line with the international community's stance on the issue.

Reagan's proposal was not without its critics. Some argued that it was too broad and would infringe on free speech, while others believed it was necessary to protect children and society from the harmful effects of pornography. The debate raged on, with both sides passionately advocating for their views.

The proposal was ultimately passed into law, and the enforcement of the Family Protection Act began. The United States joined other nations in the fight against pornography, and the battle against this moral scourge continued.

Letters

Assaulting verdict

To the Editor:

As we are approaching the conclusion of the Iran-Contra hearings and the Bork confirmation, the above headline in the Iowa City Press-Citizen has been particularly distressing. It is completely false and misleading.

The issue at hand is not whether the activities of the Reagan administration were legal or illegal. The issue is whether the American people are to be looked upon as the only source of ultimate authority in matters of national security and foreign policy, or whether Congress has a constitutional role to play.

The case of Oliver North demonstrates this issue vividly. North's actions, although reprehensible, were not illegal. They were, however, unconstitutional, because they were carried out in violation of the Constitution's separation of powers.

The legal question in the North case is whether the law validly criminalizes the activities he engaged in. This is a matter for the courts to decide, not for the行政部门 to decide in the first instance.

The true issue is whether Congress has the power to conduct investigations and to hold hearings on matters of national security and foreign policy. This is a matter of constitutional concern, and it is not appropriate for the行政部门 to make such decisions.

The headline in the Iowa City Press-Citizen is a clear example of the行政部门 attempting to usurp the role of Congress. It is a reminder of the importance of preserving the constitutional balance of power.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Money talks

"This is ridiculous. What are the airlines for?"

These were Michigan football Coach Bo Schembechler's comments Monday when Ohio State football Coach Earle Bruce was fired. Bruce, a successful coach, was fired because Ohio State trustees didn't like his performance. The question is: What do trustees know about college football?

OSU Athletic Director Joe Rial was forced to resign after being informed of the school president, Edward Jeansing, that Bruce was fired.

The perennial problem is that Democrats— and many other college presidents across the country — have less power than university trustees and boosters. The solution is as simple as the problem — keep trustees and boosters away from college athletics. They've got no business meddling in it and the money they give should be held back the power that they do.

In Bruce's case, the OSU Board of Trustees met on Tuesday and, in four headlock moves under the pressure Bruce was losing nothing more than the battle of the Buckeyes. Iowa fans may be the first to call "fans" the buckeyes in the Big Ten that day because he was out in 82.
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Campaign '88

Opponents criticize Simon for support of budget plan

By Scott Severn

Iowa, The New Democratic Pressure Group, anti-defense lobbyist and primary state representative, has dubbed the state's pro-defense voters to support a controversial budget plan.

"Simon's support for the budget plan is a >= of all the talk that we've been hearing from the leaders," said Scott Severn. "He's just another politician out to get re-elected at all costs."

Simon responded by saying that his support for the budget plan was based on its ability to cut taxes and reduce government waste.

"I think the budget plan is a great way to cut taxes and reduce government waste," Simon said. "I'm proud to support it and I'm not going to back down on my support for it."
Langenberg

180 scientific journals and has held a number of academic positions.

BEFORE BECOMING NEWSWORTHY, Dr. Langenberg was deputy director of the Office of Science and Technology Policy at the White House. After obtaining his bachelor's degree from the University of California, Berkeley, in 1973 and his master's degree in 1982 from Columbia University, Dr. Langenberg earned his Ph.D. from the University of California, Berkeley, in 1988.

In 1987, Dr. Langenberg was appointed as director of the National Institute for Environmental Health Sciences, one of the largest public health research institutes in the world.

In 1989, Dr. Langenberg was named as director of the National Cancer Institute, the largest budget-funded health research institute in the world.

Dr. Langenberg's research focuses on the development of new technologies for cancer treatment and prevention, with a particular emphasis on genetic factors and environmental exposures.

In 2014, Dr. Langenberg was appointed as director of the National Institutes of Health, the largest public health research organization in the world.

As director of the NIH, Dr. Langenberg is responsible for overseeing a budget of over $30 billion and managing over 27,000 employees in 27 institutes and centers.
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Will have an

Open

House

9:00 am-12:30 noon

Saturday, November 21

Prior to the Iowa-Minnesota football game.

Moeller Seminar Room

Room 200 Communication Centers

Everyone Welcome

A NIGHT ON THE TOWN

9-12 PM, NOVEMBER 21

IMU TRIANGLE BALLROOM

An Evening of Traditional Russian Dance, Banquet, Food and Hospitality
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Patience pays for forward Jewel

By Vague Dolan

The Daily Iowan

On a basketball team loaded with seniors, Mark Jewel is the lone underclassman.

Indianola’s Mark Jewel is a basketball player, and like the rest of the team, he acknowledges that the task of becoming the best player in the state’s District IV could be too much for him.

"I just got out here and I think I can make a difference," Jewel said. "I’m just trying to get it done.

"The big thing is to play defense, I have to do it every single game."

Jewel has emerged this season from the Iowa’s basketball background.

American status with a line for his third season.

"Iowa is one of those teams that are focused on winning games," Jewel said. "I’m just trying to do my best and I think I can do it.

"Iowa was a dismal team in the year before last season, but they’re back this year."
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Sportsbriefs

Wrestlers headed for Drake tourny

The wrestlers will compete in the Drake Relays "Invitational Wrestling Tournament," which begins at 5 p.m. The open portion of the tournament will begin at 6.30.

Rodgers tabbed top NL manager.

MONTREAL (CP) - Back backers of the Montreal Expos, who have team many predicted to finish last and placed in third place in National League Manager of the Year by United Press International, are confident the team is in a position to compete for the Eastern Division title. "We're not going to be the best team in the league, but we're going to be a competitive team," said Joe Parker, the Expos' president of baseball operations. "We've got the players, the coaches and the fans to make it happen." Parker said the team's goal is to improve on last year's 70-90 record and make the playoffs. He added that the team has made significant improvements in the off-season, acquiring players such as Tim Raines, Fred McGriff and Tim Raines. "We've got a good mix of young and experienced players," said Parker. "We're excited about the season and believe we can do well." For more information, visit www.montreal-expos.com. The Expos open the season on April 7 against the New York Yankees at Olympic Stadium. The game is set for a 7 p.m. start. Fans are encouraged to arrive early to purchase tickets and enjoy pre-game activities. The game will be broadcast on TSN and radio on 98.5 The Sports Hub. For information on game tickets, visit www.montreal-expos.com. Fans are also encouraged to follow the team on Twitter at @Expos and on Facebook at www.facebook.com/Expos. The Montreal Expos are owned by Larry Lucchino and John Henry, who also own the Boston Red Sox. The team's general manager is Steve O'Neill. The Expos have not won a World Series championship, but have made the playoffs three times in franchise history. They have a long-standing rivalry with the New York Yankees, who have won a record 27 World Series championships. The Expos are also a member of the National League East division. For more information, visit www.montreal-expos.com.
**Swimmers face weekend Big Ten competition**

Men take on Illini, Badgers at Field House

By Mark Bona

The first home meet of the 1987-88 swimming season will have home fans looking to the Field House Pool this weekend.

The Fighting Illini, who upset the Hawkeyes Friday, come to town on Saturday. The Illini defeated the Hawkeyes in each of the last two Big Ten conference meets.

Swimming

**IOWA COACH GLENN PATTON**

...even though the squad defeated both its weekend opponents last year he has had no problems getting the Hawkeyes for the events.

"We have been playing much better in practice," said Steve Grant, a standout senior from Michigan. "We have the tendency to become bad actors when both our school and our conference are up."

According to Ohio State Coach Don Stevens, "The last time we played them, Ohio State really won the game for Illinois. (Dave) Swanson and Kevin Stasiw are "a couple of good backstrokers," Kennedy said. "(Dave) Swanson is a real tough light. They're good swimmers and he's not afraid to get into a race."

"It's the last hurrah this year," Patton said.

Women hope to continue improvement

By Brent Woods

Though the Iowa women's swim­

...the Hawkeyes are looking to defeat Ohio State.

...Iowa and Wisconsin finished second and third respectively last year. The Iowa volleyball team (7-7) is one who people like to see hit the ball. And we have to block Linda Stone, Ellen Mullarkey."

"She is out for the season."

"The rehabilitation process of Iowa's Linda Mullarkey is also going well," Kennedy said. "She is in real shape where I expected her to be," he said.

Friday's meet is slated for 6 p.m. while Saturday's is scheduled for 11 a.m.

**Volleyball**

"Defeat both its weekend oppo­

Forty teams will compete in the Big Ten Conference this year.

"We have had a shake up in the starting lineup with players changing for us."

Kennedy said. "The teams could all be tied for first this year."
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Hawkeyes

The Hawkeyes are led by quarterback Chuck Foggie, who has led the team in passing efficiency. Iowa is Wing-T oriented, with a balance of running and passing. Iowa leads the Big Ten and the country in rushing efficiency.

Bowls

The Holiday Bowl executive director, Tom Davis, says that is one of the reasons for their selection. "Iowa has an opportunity to win its seventh bowl appearance. The Hawkeye defense is anchored by their seventh bowl appearance. Their defense has been stellar in recent years, with Iowa's defense leading the Big Ten and the country in rushing efficiency."

Jewell

Jewell realized the opportunity to increase his skills in a position where he could play to his strengths. "I'm excited to play in this position where I'm getting ready to improve my skills, and I'm looking forward to contributing to the team."

Dine in-carry-out

The Daily Diner

The Daily Diner offers a variety of dishes, including

- Sandwiches
- Soups
- Salads
- Vegetarian Options
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Hockey

Continues from page 18 and off-field leader, (13 goals, 11 assists), moves to the Big Ten and taller, Lisa Boettcher, 14, and sophomore forward and team captain, Lisa Sillman, 22, a junior forward. Twin sister Jennifer Boettcher, 14, and junior co-captain Jessica Wilke, 15, will look to create space deep into the offensive zone.

MARYLAND, COACHED BY John Corrigan, 69, lost to the Naval Academy, 3-1, in the postseason in 1988 and has been without a NCAA tournament berth since.

"We're talking about our entire setup and looking to form bonds and getting (people) around the table," Tyler said. "I was just getting ready for her that night because to them he is an actor."

"We're discussing our entire setup and looking to form bonds and getting (people) around the table," Tyler said. "I was just getting ready for her (night) because to them he is an actor."
Museum exhibits 3 women's artwork

By Kevin Goulding
The Daily Iowan

The University Museum, located in the Union Building on University of Iowa's campus, features an exhibition dealing with the works of three women artists, opening Saturday on the 21st floor in the museum's 21st century wing. The exhibition, titled "Women Artists: Painting, Sculpture, and Textile" includes the work of three artists: Mabel Dodge Luhan, who was a patron to Georgia O'Keeffe; Charlie Parker, who was a jazz musician; and Rafe Red, who is a contemporary artist. The exhibition runs through January 3, 1990.

Red's exhibition features a collection of her paintings and drawings, which are displayed on the 21st floor of the museum. Red's work includes portraits of women, which she says are inspired by her studies of classical art. Red is a noted artist who has exhibited in many galleries across the country.

Luhan's work is also featured in the exhibition, which includes a collection of her paintings and sculptures. Luhan was a patron to O'Keeffe and was known for her support of the arts. Luhan's work is known for its use of bold colors and abstract forms.

Parker's work is also displayed in the exhibition, which includes a collection of his paintings and drawings. Parker was a jazz musician who was known for his创新能力 and unique style. Parker's work is known for its use of bold colors and abstract forms.

Java's Regazzmalfun style inspires dancing on weekend

By Jeff Bryant
The Daily Iowan

N

It's not what to see this weekend that excites the most, but the mere existence of good weather. The weather is expected to be in the 70s and sunny, making it perfect for outdoor activities. The Iowa City band festival is this weekend, featuring various bands from across the state. The festival is expected to draw thousands of people to the downtown area. The festival is expected to run from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Friday, and from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Saturday. The festival will feature food and drink booths, as well as live music throughout the day. The festival is expected to be a great way to enjoy the weather and the music.
Quartet performs eloquently

By Suzanne Melchio
The Daily Iowan

The UI Stradivari String Quartet once again displayed listeners the powers of music. A five-piece ensemble made up of violinist Allen Ovens and Don Haines, violist Charles Wendl and cellist William Preucil performed classic music, including a selection of works with special importance.

The first work performed was W.A. Mozart’s “Quintet in G Major.” The quartet comprised of Mozart in 1785. The work was played with much expression throughout the piece. The movement of the first movement, Allegro, was taken slowly. Although the group played four separate pieces, for the majority of the first movement, the group played at varying tempos, which was difficult to fully follow for the listeners at the performance.

THIS UNITY was especially pronounced in the third and fourth movements, not only for the second movement, which was played with much expression throughout the piece. The movement of the first movement, Allegro, was taken slowly. Although the group played four separate pieces, for the majority of the first movement, the group played at varying tempos, which was difficult to follow for the listeners at the performance.

The UI School of Music’s Stradivari Quartet — from left: Allen Ovens, Don Haines, Charles Wendl and William Preucil, performed Mozart’s “Quintet in G Major,” Allegro, and other pieces Friday at 8:30 p.m. at the University of Iowa’s Thornton A. Davis Recital Hall. The players, whose babies are kidnapped hippie babies who’re likely to last 75 years, were slightly off-pitch. The ensemble’s interpretation was excellent in the fourth movement, Allegro assai, although some of the high notes were slightly out of tune.

HERE THE real treat of the concert was the second and final piece, Violin Sonata No. 2. Starting with a simple melody in the violin and ending with a complex work, the performance nearly in unison, from start to finish, was harmoniously played. Unlike some quartets, in which the final violin is accompanied by the other three performers, all four instrumentalists were fully utilized.

The UI School of Music’s Stradivari Quartet — from left: Allen Ovens, Don Haines, Charles Wendl and William Preucil, performed Mozart’s “Quintet in G Major,” Allegro, and other pieces Friday at 8:30 p.m. at the University of Iowa’s Thornton A. Davis Recital Hall. The players, whose babies are kidnapped hippie babies who’re likely to last 75 years, were slightly off-pitch. The ensemble’s interpretation was excellent in the fourth movement, Allegro assai, although some of the high notes were slightly out of tune.

THE APPEARANCE OF a break between the third and fourth movements suggested some listeners were not sure how to deal with the break. This sharing of the melody was evident throughout the work, especially in the second movement. Allegro assai is a simple sonata, whose music is played with much expression throughout the piece. The movement of the first movement, Allegro, was taken slowly. Although the group played four separate pieces, for the majority of the first movement, the group played at varying tempos, which was difficult to follow for the listeners at the performance.
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